From proteins to proteomics.
During the second half of the 20th century, biochemistry and subsequently molecular biology blossomed into the core upon which all biological and biomedical sciences now depend. A major part of these closely related disciplines has been the study of the structure and function of proteins and the diverse biological functions that they perform. Early experimentation necessarily focused on individual entities, selected mainly for their activities, but as technology improved there developed a tendency to look at proteins as larger, interactive groups or clusters. Spurred by the recent exponential production of genomic sequence data for a rapidly increasing number of species, protein chemistry has now evolved into a new discipline, proteomics. In addition to embracing the methods and approaches that have served protein scientists well in the past, it includes, and is perhaps best defined by, high-throughput analyses based in large part on 2D gel electrophoresis, MALDI and ESI mass spectrometry and combinatorial arrays. Proteomic targets include the identification of all genome products and a mapping of their interactions and expression profiles. These hold great promise for the identification of disease markers and drug targets, but are not without their challenges and pitfalls.